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The variations of cosmogenic nuclides in the past, reconstructed using the laminated materials such as the tree-rings and ice
cores, have revealed a lot of new aspects of the Sun and its influence on climate. Decadal radiocarbon data back to more than
10,000 years ago have indicated that the Sun has ˜80-yr, ˜200-yr and the longer quasi cycles in its activity level, and that the Sun
had experienced several prolonged activity minima as well as the Maunder Minimum in 17th century. Those minima might have
caused several cold spells of the earth, often referred to as the Little Ice Age.

In order to see into the mechanisms of the occurrence of the prolonged sunspot activity minima and their influence on climate,
we have conducted the measurements of radiocarbon content in Yaku-cedar trees with annual time resolution. The results show
that the cycle lengths of the “11-year”/“22-year” cycles change according to the level of solar activity. We find that the actual
lengths of the “11-year” and the “22-year” cycles were ˜14 years and ˜28 years during the Maunder and the Spoerer minima, and
the lengths were shorter during the Early Medieval Maximum Period. These changes of the cycle lengths suggest that the several
parameters related to solar dynamo such as the speed of the meridional flow and the rotation rate had been modulated during
those events. The difference of the features of solar variation between the two types of grand solar minima, the Maunder-type
(duration: ˜80 years) and the Spoerer-type (duration: ˜120 years), might be in the persistency of weakening. The lengthening of
solar cycle is more significant and persistent during the Maunder Minimum, but is likely that the weakening of solar activity is
intermittent during the Spoerer Minimum.

We have also started the measurements of beryllium-10 in the ice core from the Antarctica, aiming to detect the irregular and
small variation of the GCRs at the very beginning of the Maunder Minimum. The measurements of beryllium-10 with annual
time resolution would also make it possible to examine the long-term changes of the modulation of the GCRs in the heliosphere.
In this paper, we will summarize our results obtained so far and discuss the outlook of the study using the cosmogenic nuclides.


